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The Grand Strategy breaks new ground for Michigan and the Great Lakes region. The 

Strategy is an innovative model to better protect, enhance and connect vulnerable communities 

along a 35-mile stretch of the Grand River as it flows through the heart of Michigan’s second 

largest population center. The Grand Strategy is designed to minimize the costly risks of 

extreme flooding by driving the river’s transformation from a gray industrialized liability into a 

green and distinct economic, ecological and social asset. 

This is not about rebuilding or doubling down on old infrastructure and ways of thinking.  

Kent County communities have fundamentally rethought how the region approaches flood 

management and protection in conjunction with broader civic plans and goals. Now the region is 

moving from planning to implementation and NDRC funds, if approved, will catalyze immediate 

action and benefits. 

This section explains how the region – working together in partnership with the Michigan – 

intends to resolve its mounting vulnerability to flood disaster and enhance the quality of life for 

all citizens by implementing The Grand Strategy, which organizes around four projects: 1) 

Strengthening Urban Resilience; 2) Preserving and Enhancing the Floodplain; 3) Promoting 

Resilient Housing; and 4) Restoring Streams and Wetlands and Minimizing Pollution. When 

fully implemented, this synergistic and replicable regional agenda for action will build 

significant economic, environmental and social resilience for the people and places of the Grand 

River watershed (see the infographic within the file name MImapsimages file).  

A New Approach to Confront New Challenges.  The Grand River is a dramatically 

underutilized asset that, at times, poses a serious threat to the communities along the waterway. 

Development adversely altered the land’s ability to absorb large rain events and the resulting 

flood waters. Run-off, both urban and agricultural, hastens the introduction of sediment and other 
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pollutants, degrades the river’s natural ecosystem, and negatively impacts the community’s 

historically beneficial relationship with the waterway. 

More signs of disruptive change are plain to see. Kent County and Grand Rapids, for 

example, anchor a four county region of 1.5 million people and the population and continues to 

expand. The annual average rainfall is increasing too – 16% in the last 60 years. This trend is 

expected to continue or possibly accelerate, as climate change projections predict more frequent 

flash downpours and higher flood levels due to the development to accommodate the population. 

The region’s physical geography presents another challenge. Kent County is uniquely 

situated in a reach where three major tributaries join the Grand River, effectively tripling the 

amount of water rushing down the Grand as it moves towards the City of Grand Rapids, where 

FEMA currently deems the existing local flood protection system deficient.  

Deeper understanding of these legacy and emerging issues requires new thinking and new 

solutions. And therein lies the opportunity. The community’s flood protection system – generally 

a series of earthen levees, dams, concrete floodwalls and pump stations – has largely been in 

place since the early 1900s. Modern and more dynamic local infrastructure is required to 

mitigate future risks and build a safer and stronger region.  

The Grand Strategy’s solution is to move from resistance to resilience. Rather than fight a 

losing battle against nature, The Strategy relies on restoring and working with the natural 

environment to re-establish the Grand River as an asset, dramatically decrease the risk of 

debilitating and expensive flood disasters, and protect vulnerable populations. 

The next-generation flood protection system envisioned is designed to expand public access 

to the river, elevate the region’s quality of life, and catalyze a growth strategy increasingly 
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grounded in sustainability and equity. Kent County communities aim to recast their relationship 

with water and advance an integrated range of solutions to build a more flood-resilient future. 

Strengthening Urban Resilience.  Downtown Grand Rapids is the cultural, commercial, 

governmental, and financial center of Kent County and West Michigan, one of the fastest 

growing economies in America.  The district also is home to a high percentage of people (66%) 

earning less than area median income.  The urban core is saddled with an antiquated early 20th 

century system of flood controls designed for limited purposes. This outdated approach restricts 

river access and constrains the natural processes of the river ecosystem. Most recently, in 2013 

the system struggled and in some places failed to contain a 25-year flood event. 

Grand Rapids now is poised to invest in a new kind of flood management approach that will 

better position the urban core to absorb extreme flooding, enhance public safety and deliver new 

opportunities for redevelopment and public recreation. Grand Rapidians have defined three 

integrated multi-benefit flood management projects to build a stronger riverfront city: 1) Grand 

River Whitewater Rapids Restoration; 2) West Side Urban Revitalization, Flood Protection and 

Trail Network: and East Side Urban Revitalization, Flood Protection and Trail Network.  

These three related infrastructure projects are entirely within the threshold target area and 

decrease the flood risk to vulnerable populations living there.  Taken together, these activities 

constitute a Covered Project and a Benefit Cost Analysis conservatively demonstrating $430 

million in benefits is included as attachment files named “MIBCANarrative, 

MIurbanresilienceBCA”. These infrastructure projects when fully implemented will protect the 

urban core from a so-called 500-year flood event. This “sound reach” provides freeboard which 

is three feet above the 100-year base flood elevation. A coalition of local government, civic 

groups, the philanthropic community, and leaders from the State of Michigan now is actively 
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pursuing the necessary permits, organizing the community-led governance body, and raising the 

financial resources to execute this holistic approach to strengthening urban resilience.  

Grand River Whitewater Rapids Restoration.  The Whitewater Rapids Restoration project 

will improve the natural functions of the Grand River within and along the channel as it flows 

through Downtown Grand Rapids. The project includes, among other activities, the removal of 

five obsolete low-head dams. These dam removals will reduce the river’s base flood elevation by 

up to one foot over two miles through the central city, protecting thousands of predominately 

low- to moderate-income residential properties and businesses adjacent to the river. The dam 

removals will occur in a reach of river that drops 18 feet, allowing the Grand River to reestablish 

the City’s namesake whitewater rapids and provide an exceptional civic asset. 

The project was designated an Urban Waters Federal Partnership priority in 2013. The 

Partnership is a coalition of 14 federal agencies, including HUD and FEMA, organized to 

reconnect urban communities, particularly those that are overburdened or economically 

distressed, with their waterways. The Partnership, coordinated by the White House Council on 

Environmental Quality and Domestic Policy, aspires to improve coordination among federal 

agencies to advance efforts that promote economic, environmental and social benefits.  

This citizen-led project also enjoys the vocal support of Michigan Governor Rick Snyder as 

demonstrated in his 2013 State of the State Address. The City and local organizers now are 

working closely with key state agencies such as the Michigan Departments of Environmental 

Quality and Natural Resources to conduct the necessary environmental reviews and hone the 

project implementation strategy.  

The project has attracted such tremendous support and enthusiasm because the benefits 

extend far beyond lowering the river’s base flood elevation through the urban core. Removing 
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the dams will greatly reduce the current drowning hazard that takes lives every year.  Eliminating 

the dams and restoring the ecosystem function of the whitewater rapids also will strengthen the 

stability of the river environment by expanding natural habitat. It will provide beneficial habitat 

for the endangered snuffbox mussel and restore access to historic spawning grounds for the state-

threatened lake sturgeon, which is culturally significant to the Native American community. 

New recreation activity alone is conservatively projected to annually drive nearly $16 million 

into the local economy, according to an economic impact analysis prepared by Anderson 

Economic Group in 2014. The study also revealed an estimated 50 jobs will be directly created 

around the outdoor recreation services of fishing and whitewater guides, equipment rentals and 

sales, boating instruction and lessons, operations and maintenance of the facilities, and 

environmental services and education. Indirect support services are estimated to create another 

96 jobs. A majority of the recreation-based jobs will be available to the adjacent vulnerable 

populations. The estimated value of ecosystem services delivered by the project is some $80 

million in improved aquatic habitat, based on an analysis prepared by Grand Rapids Whitewater.   

Even as surrounding redevelopment intensifies, this project will help ensure urban residents 

remain connected to healthy natural areas and outdoor recreation. Whitewater rapids restoration 

will drive robust stream health and deliver such recreational opportunities as fishing, whitewater 

boating, rowing, wading, and swimming.  Passive recreation opportunities include spectating, 

birding, walking and enjoying the natural sights and sounds of the rapids. 

The social and cultural significance of restoring the whitewater rapids cannot be understated. 

The project literally restores the namesake of the City and with it the icon of the community’s 

natural heritage. The project will transform the river channel from a divider of east and west into 

a central gathering place for the community.  Importantly, Native American Tribes have treaty 
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rights to the river channel, its fishery and its environmental health.  Just as the buffalo of the 

Great Plains are culturally significant to Western Native Americans, so are the threatened lake 

sturgeon to the tribes of the Great Lakes region.  The bedrock that makes up the rapids will be 

exposed, the regionally rare rapids will be reestablished and lost habitat restored to the sturgeon, 

providing social/cultural benefits to Native Americans and environmental benefits to the 

decimated sturgeon population.  The project will also reduce flooding risk at the Norton Mounds, 

ancient burial grounds within the threshold target area and downstream of downtown. 

 In other words, this project – complemented by the land-based changes detailed below – will 

catalyze the re-establishment of the Grand River as the beating heart of the community, where 

the means and facilities for relaxation and leisure are publicly shared.  

West and East Side Urban Revitalization, Flood Protection and Trail Network.  While the 

Grand River Whitewater Restoration project transforms the waterway, the West and East Side 

Urban Revitalization, Flood Protection and Trail Network projects will transform the waterfront. 

The Grand Strategy features 12 riverfront opportunity sites that will evolve from a gray to green 

flood protection system connected by an urban trail system, which is critical to link the river and 

riverfront with adjacent neighborhoods. The plan is to remove the original rigid floodwalls at 

strategic locations in the urban core – including old industrial sites, underutilized parks, and 

surface parking lots – and install nature-based, multi-purpose infrastructure that will serve as flood 

protection with the added co-benefit of increasing access to recreational areas.  

These actions will protect thousands of predominately low- to moderate-income homes, 

institutions, and businesses adjacent to the river, including the Gerald R. Ford Presidential 

Museum (and his grave site), the Native American Norton Mounds (Cultural National Historic 

Landmark) and Grand Valley State University.  The reimagined sites will feature wetland terraces, 
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vegetated berms and a tiered approach to the river banks to improve storm water management and 

significantly strengthen the region’s and the city’s ability to absorb and endure major flood events. 

The innovative landscape design also will support habitat restoration, establish new open space and 

expand public access to the Grand River. When the urban interventions are fully implemented, the 

community will enjoy an approximately 10-mile loop of connected riverfront parks that also 

protect the central city in the threshold target area from future floods. In October 2015, the City 

began construction of the first link in the chain at the Coldbrook Edge opportunity site. 

The private sector sees the importance of these and has come to the table.  There is currently 

more than $440 million in urban redevelopment happening within two blocks of the river as it 

flows through the immediate Downtown, and this is just the beginning.  For example, on the west 

side, Fulton Place is a $34 million 112-unit student housing project on Fulton Street, and New 

Holland Brewing will anchor a $25 million mixed-use redevelopment currently under construction 

on Bridge Street. Both projects are located on streets the City is upgrading to true boulevards that 

will connect the redevelopment projects – and their residents and customers – directly and safely to 

the riverfront.  These projects play a key role in enhancing the Westside’s revitalization.  

On the east side, the Michigan State University College of Human Medicine is building their 

new $88 million Grand Rapids Research Facility across the street from an identified riverfront 

opportunity site. This project will produce hundreds of new jobs in the threshold area.  The 

development will clean and redevelop brownfield sites within close proximity to the river and 

will implement on-site green infrastructure and low impact development.  Developments like this 

one are critical to the success of the East Side revitalization and are required for The Grand 

Strategy to be an effective resiliency model.   
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Several other riverfront opportunity sites – where feasible and responsible – are attracting 

significant private development interest as well. The former Baker Furniture industrial building, 

for example, has sat vacant for years. But the building recently traded as a direct result of 

community planning to 1) restore the Grand River’s whitewater rapids just downstream from the 

building, and 2) develop nature-based multipurpose flood infrastructure linked by an urban trail 

system outside the building’s front door. The new owner currently is planning a substantial 

renovation of the building into a mixed-use facility that likely will include a significant number 

of housing units – market rate and potentially income-restricted units.  

These redevelopment projects exemplify how innovative public investment in a restored, 

more resilient and recreational waterway already promises to leverage serious spinoff private 

investment. Leaders in Downtown Grand Rapids now are positioning to maximize this coming 

cycle of growth and ensure new development serves all members of the community. The City, 

for example, currently is considering establishing a goal that 25 percent of Downtown housing 

will be available for citizens earning less than 120% of the area median income. This new target 

will serve as a guide for encouraging and regulating new development.  

The work presented in the West and East Side Urban Revitalization, Flood Protection and 

Trail Network projects is feasible. Grand Rapids has worked with FEMA through a Levee 

Analysis and Mapping Process to define a path forward that results in an accredited flood 

protection system. NDRC will provide funding to raise the level of flood protection along the 

river up to 3 feet above the 100-year base flood elevation. The accreditation process is defined 

by FEMA and the Army Corps. This investment in the multi-benefit flood protection system will 

benefit thousands of low to moderate income residents in the flood hazard zone.  
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Grand Rapids is committed to the long-term maintenance of the new facilities. Numerous 

community plans in recent years direct the city to “pursue river and stream restoration” and 

“capitalize on the Grand River as an asset for economic development and quality of life by 

encouraging a change in land use along the riverfront.”  To intentionally guide that work, the 

City currently is establishing a Grand River Corridor Revitalization Committee in partnership 

with leaders from local, state, tribal and federal governments, businesses, community groups, 

river user groups, conservation and environmental organizations. The group will work closely 

with the Trust for Public Land to clearly define the long term maintenance, management, 

programming and other needs of implementing the Strengthening Urban Resilience projects. 

Kent DPW Flood Gate and Berm.  Build in 1990, the Kent County Waste-to-Energy (WTE) 

facility is an environmentally sound way to handle solid waste generated by the Grand Rapids 

metropolitan area.  It produces renewable energy while saving both landfill space and carbon 

emissions from long-distance trucking of waste to a landfill, the closest of which is over 13 miles 

away.  Recovering energy from 200,000 tons of solid waste annually has reduced refuse volumes 

by 90%, thereby reducing the impact of landfill methane, a greenhouse gas affecting climate 

change that is 20 times more potent than carbon dioxide.   

The WTE is a base load electrical supplier, supplying power to Consumers Energy through a 

power purchase agreement.  The power generated by a base plant is not “extra;” it is critical to the 

main grid and if it goes off-line, the main grid must import power from another source or homes 

go dark.  The WTE supplies enough renewable power to the main grid to keep lights on in 

11,000+ homes.  

The WTE is located in the floodplain about 250 feet from the river within the threshold target 

area.  Protecting this vital and expensive renewable energy asset from failure due to flooding is a 
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critical resiliency goal.  Should a flood shut down the facility, it would compromise the utility’s 

ability to supply power during a crisis.  It would increase greenhouse gas emissions produced by 

trucking solid waste to landfills and by the methane the buried waste releases.  Should the WTE 

be destroyed, it would cost $156 million to build today, and would coast over $20 million in 

annual lost revenue to the county.   

This project will install floodgates and berms to help protect the WTE from future floods, 

keeping the plant online and producing electricity.  This local source of renewable energy will 

increase energy independence from the main electric grid should disaster befall that main grid 

during severe weather events, while supporting the main grid in good times and bad.   

Reimaging the banks of the Grand River through the central city is an essential component of 

strengthening the urban core’s economic, environmental and social resilience. The West and East 

Side Urban Revitalization, Flood Protection and Trail Network projects already are sparking a 

significant new era of urban revitalization. The projects also are critically integrated with the 

Grand River Whitewater Restoration project, supporting healthier habitat, establishing new 

public open space, and greatly expanding access to the river, particularly for historically cutoff 

neighborhoods and mobility challenged citizens. 

These projects, taken together with the complementary projects detailed below, constitute a 

replicable urban model of innovative and effective flood protection that will make communities 

more resilient and better positioned to manage through, and bounce back from, the larger storms 

and floods expected as climate continues to change. These multi-benefit projects will not only 

improve flood management and public safety for thousands of vulnerable residents; they will 

also drive environmental restoration, enhance quality of life and support economic growth and 
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sustainability decades in to the future. The residents of Grand Rapids and Kent County have 

shaped and planned these projects for years. Now the community is ready to build. 

Benefits:   Please find Benefit Cost Analysis included as attachment files named 

“MIBCANarrative and MIurbanresilienceBCA” for Strengthening Urban Resilience.   

Preserving and Enhancing the Floodplain.  Purchasing key property in the 100-year 

floodplain will improve the region’s ability to slow down, spread out and soak up larger volumes 

of water and sediment before it reaches and overwhelms the Grand River. Preserving the capacity 

of these lands to absorb floodwaters is critical to the resilience of the Grand Rapids area when 

facing major flood events. Public ownership will prevent future development that would be 

vulnerable to flood damage in these lowland areas. This acquisition program is made up of several 

different activities along the Grand River and its tributaries.  

 Ada Thornapple River Corridor Greenway Acquisition and Cascade Property Purchase.  Ada 

Township and their corporate partner, Amway, are in the midst of redesigning the township’s 

village to integrate numerous resilience values. The historic village sits beside the confluence of 

the Thornapple and Grand Rivers, and much of it lies within the 100-year floodplain. During the 

2013 event, parts of the village and a critical road went underwater, complicating the emergency 

response effort. Through an inclusive series of design charrettes, the community created a design 

that includes a public park along the Thornapple River that also serves to slow down, spread out 

and soak up large volumes of water and sediment before flowing to the Grand River. 

Fifteen riverfront properties have been identified for acquisition to increase water storage 

during a flood event and for public recreation during the dry season. These acquisitions will also 

improve public access to the Thornapple River and remediate potential environmental 

contamination (two auto repair shops and a dry cleaner). 
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 Kent County Parks Acquisition of Lowlands for Floodwater Retention.  Within Kent County 

and upstream of Grand Rapids, more than 200 privately held parcels of 10 acres or more lie within 

the FEMA established flood zone along the Grand River and its tributaries. Together, these parcels 

contain more than 6,650 acres of flood‐prone lowlands. In order to improve resilience to future 

flooding, this activity seeks to transfer 15% of this total (1,000 acres) to public ownership. By 

permanently protecting these lowlands and improving capacity for flood containment where 

possible, communities along these rivers can significantly control the impact of future, more 

frequent flooding. Individual parcels would be acquired by or transferred to the most appropriate 

public entity according to location and features of the land. 

Plainfield Township River Restoration and Home Acquisition.  In the threshold target area, 

Plainfield Township has identified 170 homes as repetitive loss properties that were damaged 

during the qualifying disaster.  During the flood, more than 10 streets in this area were flooded out, 

rendering many accessible only by boat.  Township staff has received interest from over 30 

property owners who would consider selling their property to the township. Once acquired, the 

properties will be returned to a natural state, giving the Grand River more access to the floodplain.  

Benefits:  The study, Evaluating Losses Avoided Through Acquisition Projects, Michigan 

Property Acquisitions, October 1, 2013, completed by Jeffrey Edwards on behalf of FEMA 

affirms the effectiveness of acquisition projects in reducing negative impacts of natural hazards 

on property, people, and the environment and is an effective strategy in long-term hazard 

mitigation.  Property acquisition projects will improve the region’s ability to slow down, spread 

out and soak up larger volumes of water and sediment before it reaches and overwhelms the Grand 

River. This project will provide resiliency value through an expected reduction in property 

damages due to future/repeat disasters. The environmental value will be improved water quality 
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through the reduction of stormwater runoff. The social value will be provided through an 

increase in the amount of park land, thereby improving the recreational amenity. Economic 

revitalization value will come from the reduced amount of sedimentation that will flow into the 

Grand River. The reduction in sedimentation in the river will benefit the recreational port at 

Grand Haven, whose channel depth has dropped due in part to sediment entering the Grand 

River. According to the Great Lakes Commission, operations at many Great Lakes recreational 

harbors have been jeopardized by sediment accumulations and low water levels, resulting in 

blocked entrance channels and vessels running aground within the harbor itself. Recreational 

boating is an important part of the Great Lakes’ economy. According to the Great Lakes' 

Commission, spending on boats and boating activities in the Great Lakes states totaled nearly 

$16 billion in 2003, directly supporting 107,000 jobs. With secondary effects figured in, that 

number grew to 244,000 jobs, with economic impacts of $19 billion in sales, $6.4 billion in 

personal income and, $9.2 billion in value added. 

Promoting Resilient Housing.  Kent County, Grand Rapids and Wyoming are 

collaboratively designing the region’s first voluntary joint Consolidated Housing and 

Community Development Plan to guide more regional affordable housing and community 

development conversation and action.  One component of the emerging plan will be the program 

to Promote Resilient Housing, which intends to address moisture and energy efficiency problems 

for low- to moderate-income owner-occupied residential properties located in the threshold 

target area. This program will increase resiliency for low- and moderate-income homeowners, 

reduce their utility cost and provide overall healthier homes. 

Moisture is a problem in many low-lying threshold area homes.  These normally damp 

basements are also subject to flooding during storms due both to ground water flow and to 
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inadequate on-site stormwater management.  In addition, many of these homes take in excess 

moisture through roofs and other building envelope components in poor condition.  These 

moisture issues can lead to expensive structural damage and are a health risk to the 

occupants. Besides providing a more hospitable environment for pests, excess moisture degrades 

indoor air quality, aggravating asthma and mold-related illnesses, increasing occupant medical 

costs and the burden on emergency and other health care services. 

Much of the housing stock in the threshold area is old, with 40% built before 1940 and 71% 

before 1970.  These older homes often lack adequate insulation or efficient mechanicals, placing 

a heavier than necessary demand on the energy grid.  Increasing the energy efficiency of these 

homes will reduce power demands on utility companies during times of stress or crisis, thus 

improving the utility companies’ resiliency.  Decreased demand also results in reduced 

greenhouse gas emissions, which helps slow climate change and the associated flooding. 

Implementation activities include housing system interventions in up to 200 owner-occupied 

homes in the threshold area that are designed to keep the building as dry and healthy as 

reasonably possible and reduce the building’s energy use.  Keeping the home dryer and 

eliminating other hazards in the home will increase resiliency by reducing the financial burden of 

health care on the household and the community.  On-site stormwater management will also help 

divert water from the storm sewer and river.  The probable reduction in utility costs will also 

leave the homeowner better able to rebound financially from any future disaster.   

Implementation activities will also include training in on-site stormwater management 

practices and weatherization activities for up to 20 Section 3-eligible residents and landscape 

contractors.  This activity will be contracted to a local non-profit with experience conducting 

similar activities for the Grand Rapids Lead Hazard Control Program.  The West Michigan 
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Environmental Action Council (WMEAC) will be the training provider for the on-site 

stormwater management component of this activity. 

Finally, the project will assess the utility and effectiveness of selected interventions by 

housing type (age and style), including monitoring changes in energy consumption for two years 

post-intervention, with the intent of determining optimum intervention strategies for each 

housing type.  This information will be synthesized into a document that can be shared with 

other Michigan communities (and any community with similar housing stock), to help them have 

the greatest impact with limited resources.  The project will take up to three years to complete 

interventions and another two years to complete data collection, analysis, and reporting.   

This program will target vulnerable populations. Program outcomes include 1) positive 

occupant health related to improved indoor air quality; 2) occupant financial resilience due to 

decreased housing costs; 3) a reduction in greenhouse gas emissions to impact climate change; 4) 

diversion of surface runoff to reduce the volume of stormwater entering homes and the river. 

Resilient Housing Benefits:  This program will provide resiliency value through an expected 

reduction in property damages due to future/repeat disasters. Reducing the home’s energy use 

will reduce power demands on utility companies during times of stress or crisis, thus increasing 

the resiliency of the utility system.  The environmental value of this project is through the 

increased energy efficiency of the homes. Reducing energy use will contribute to a reduction in 

greenhouse gases, slowing the progress of global warming and thereby incrementally reducing 

the frequency and scale of flooding events.  This program will create social value through 

increased housing affordability and benefit to low and moderate income households. The 

proposed repairs will have an economic revitalization value by increasing the property value.     
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Restoring Streams and Wetlands and Minimizing Pollution.  During the past few decades 

of rapid growth across Kent County, there was a hodge-podge of local soil erosion ordinances, 

with some communities having restrictive ordinances, and other communities not having an 

ordinance at all. Kent County’s Board of Commissioners, understanding the challenges of soil 

erosion impacts, and its damage to drains, creeks, streams and ultimately the Grand River, 

created a Soil Erosion and Sedimentation Control Ordinance in 2008. This is highly unusual for 

the County Board, as this ordinance is one of only eight ordinances the Board has adopted, and it 

sets a minimum standard for all development in the county.    

Due to many tributaries and county drains, the Grand River’s flow rate triples in the 35 miles 

between the point where the river enters Kent County and the point where it exits. The area of 

nonporous surfaces in the threshold area has increased as growth and development increased. 

Instead of soaking into the ground where it falls, this increase in nonporous surfaces results in a 

significant volume of stormwater runoff rushing into the Grand River and into the tributaries and 

drains that ultimately feed into the Grand River.  As the frequency of intense rain events 

increases with climate change, even more water will flash over roofs, yards, parking lots, 

driveways and streets, depositing pollutants and sediment into the river and increasing peak 

flows, leading to an increased risk of flooding. If this project is not implemented, the predicted 

intense storm events will cause more erosion leading to more sediment entering the waterways 

and eventually flowing to the Great Lakes.  This increased erosion and buildup of underwater silt 

and debris combined with the predicted decrease in lake levels caused by increasing 

temperatures will decrease channel depth, making shipping much more difficult.  Shipping in the 

Great Lakes Navigation System is important to both the economies of  Michigan and the nation.  

A reduction in shipping due to decreased channel depth will result in harm to both economies. 
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The activities that make up this Restoring Streams and Wetlands and Minimizing Pollution 

project are designed to use natural features and green infrastructure to capture rain near where it 

falls, thus reducing the amount of water and sediment flowing into both the Grand River and the 

drains that ultimately flow into it. The activities will use wetland restoration, buffer strips, the 

creation of stormwater detention areas, river and drain bed restoration, and reclaiming a landfill 

in the flood hazard area to reduce the amount of water, sediment and pollution entering drains 

and the Grand River. The activities also include the regrading of a disturbed site in Millennium 

Park and stormwater management in Lincoln and Richmond parks that will reduce runoff and 

sediment flow into the Grand River.  

LGROW Wetland Restoration Activities.  This activity will install buffer strips and restore 

wetlands on private and public lands, encourage policies and ordinances that will ensure these 

restored areas do not revert to former uses, and implement recommendations of a study to establish 

sustainable funding for water quality projects. The Grand Valley Metropolitan Council/Lower 

Grand River Organization of Watersheds (GVMC/LGROW) will restore 92 acres of wetlands in 

the direct drainage subwatershed to divert stormwater from the river.  The restored wetlands will 

slow and retain surface water, provide water storage and streambank/shoreline stabilization.  This 

project is identified in the Lower Grand River Watershed Management Plan (WMP), which is 

approved by the EPA and Michigan Department of Environmental Quality. The project also 

supports the planning and coordination of the installation of 12 miles of buffer strips on 

agricultural land in the direct drainage subwatershed, also a priority goal in the WMP. A buffer 

strip is an area of land that is maintained in permanent vegetation to help control air, soil, and 

water quality, by reducing runoff and capturing pollutants.  
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The project will decrease risk to vulnerable populations and improve the area’s resilience by 

providing storage for flood waters through the restoration of the stream’s natural hydrology, and 

lowering the risk of flooding to downstream communities. River systems that function in a pre-

settlement state can more easily adapt to unknown future threats and hazards, including those 

associated with climate change.   

 This activity will reduce the effects of flooding in the threshold area. Using US EPA 

estimates, restoring 92 acres of wetlands in the direct drainage area in the Lower Grand River 

Watershed will provide over 12 million cubic feet of water storage, reducing flood heights and 

damage. Sources showing average wetlands store 3 acre-feet of water and reduce flood heights and 

damage can be found at the following links: https://www.wetlands-initiative.org/images/pdf-

docs/pulblications/FLOOD/research/flood_damage_reduction_in_umrb.pdf. 

http://water.epa.gov/type/wetlands/outreach/upload/Flooding.pdf. This activity will also reduce the 

amount of sediment flowing into the Grand River.  Estimates from the Lower Grand River 

Watersheds’ Watershed Management Plan show that the installation of 12 miles of buffer strips 

would reduce sediment loads by 130.56 tons per year. 

 The exact location of the wetland restorations are being determined using the results of the 

recently completed “Geospatial Prioritization of Historic Wetland Restoration: A Multi-Model 

Watershed Scale Approach in the Lower Grand River Watershed (GPGI)” study. The Michigan 

Department of Environmental Quality and the Annis Water Resources Institute (AWRI) of Grand 

Valley State University (GVSU) completed a Landscape Level Wetland Functional Assessment 

(LLWFA) of all existing and historically lost wetlands in the LGRW. This methodology 

inventoried existing wetlands and determined what functions they are performing based on a 

possible list of 13 functions. In addition, historically lost wetlands were reviewed to determine the 

https://www.wetlands-initiative.org/images/pdf-docs/pulblications/FLOOD/research/flood_damage_reduction_in_umrb.pdf
https://www.wetlands-initiative.org/images/pdf-docs/pulblications/FLOOD/research/flood_damage_reduction_in_umrb.pdf
http://water.epa.gov/type/wetlands/outreach/upload/Flooding.pdf
http://www.lgrow.org/uploads/files/LGRWWetlandPrioritization.pdf
http://www.lgrow.org/uploads/files/LGRWWetlandPrioritization.pdf
http://www.gvsu.edu/wri/isc/lower-grand-river-watershed-wetlands-initiative-project-overview-313.htm
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functions they once provided. Results from the LLWFA indicate that 42% of wetlands have been 

lost in the Watershed since European settlement due to development.  The greatest loss of wetland 

acreage occurred in the Direct Drainage to the Grand River subwatershed.  Restoring these 

wetlands is vital to the recovery of the river system’s natural state.  

The specific tasks for this activity are: 

1) Identify parcels on which to restore wetlands and install stream buffers and evaluate the 

potential for future restoration success, using the results of the GPGI project. 

2) Recruit landowners to the program within the identified areas. Outreach will equip and 

encourage landowners to consider adopting a restoration plan on their land.  Outreach materials 

will include one informational brochure per watershed describing the benefits of wetlands and their 

restoration and protection, as well as website and social media posts.  Outreach methods will 

include one-on-one contact, community events, watershed meetings, and workshops. Community 

events will focus on wetland loss and its impact on the respective watershed and the LGRW, and 

landowners will be able to register for a site visit to assess a property. These events will also 

provide opportunities to forge partnerships with local conservation groups, community 

organizations, and municipalities within the priority watershed.  

3) Develop and finalize engineering designs for wetland restoration and stream buffer 

projects. 

4) Work with local municipalities to develop policies and ordinances to permanently 

protect the restored areas.  Often, when restoration incentives expire and no long-term protection 

measures are in place, land will be converted back to its altered condition. To ensure that these 

restored sites remain restored and continue to function and maintain resiliency for the downstream 
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communities, we will help upstream communities find the best way to adopt and implement these 

protective measures.  

Jackson Park Wetland Restoration.  The activity will restore a working wetland in a 

location that once held a seasonal lake. The development of the neighborhood surrounding this 

area began in the 1940s and was largely completed by the 1960s. The Census Block Group in 

which this activity is located is 54 percent low-mod. This wetland will collect stormwater runoff 

from the surrounding neighborhood, clean it and discharge it at a controlled rate.  The activity will 

also provide the co-benefit of universally accessible recreation and natural environment education 

facilities, and the associated infrastructure such as parking, restrooms, boardwalks and walkways. 

Developed in part with information from a storm water study of the 263 acre drainage 

area, this project would, to a large extent, replace reliance on lawn and sport fields with a 

working wetland and restored native vegetation for water collection and detention. The project 

endeavors to restore natural environmental and hydrologic processes which will be more capable 

of resiliency following major storm events, and to a higher level of flood protection.  Wyoming 

amended its storm water regulations throughout the city to ensure future development and 

infrastructure investments meet a higher standard of prevention, mitigation and resilience related 

to storm events and flooding. 

 Millennium Park Floodplain Landfill Remediation.  Millennium Park encompasses land that 

has been impacted by past industrial uses including mining, manufacturing, oil and gas exploration 

and recovery, regulated and unregulated landfills, and illegal dumping. One former landfill, the 20‐

acre Grandville dump, remains an issue.  Being adjacent to the Grand River and within the 100‐

year floodplain, the dump is highly susceptible to future damage and exposure from flooding. Kent 

County received a 2006-2007 EPA Brownfield Assessment grant to characterize the environmental 
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issues and recommend alternatives. However, without funding to implement the recommendations, 

the landfill remains vulnerable to flooding and inaccessible to the public. This project will 

complete the Assessments’ recommended remediation and will expand public access for 

recreation. Remediation involves the removal and appropriate disposal of landfill contents to 

eliminate the threat of exposure in flooding while significantly increasing the site’s flood storage 

capacity. Eliminating this threat will protect the community from potential hazards and protect the 

water quality of the Grand River.  Increasing storage capacity on the site also will improve the 

resiliency of nearby flood-prone areas in the City of Grandville.   

Schoolhouse Creek Regional Stormwater Detention.  Schoolhouse Creek is a natural stream in 

Cascade Township which empties into the Thornapple River, a major tributary to the Grand River 

upstream of the threshold target area. Schoolhouse Creek has seen significant deterioration, leading 

to significant water quality and sediment loading issues in the Thornapple River.  The school 

district’s administration building is located on Schoolhouse Creek. They are planning to move to a 

new location.  Under this activity, Cascade Township will acquire the property for open space. A 

portion will be developed as a park, while the remainder will become a regional detention area for 

Schoolhouse Creek.  

Schoolhouse Creek and Thornapple Hills Drain Rehabilitation.  Schoolhouse Creek has seen 

significant deterioration in the areas close to the Thornapple River, which has led to significant 

water quality and sediment loading issues in the river.  The Thornapple Hills Drain is a Kent 

County drain that empties into the Thornapple River. Recent surveying of the drain has shown 

significant areas of erosion in the drain which are causing several problems:  

 Several properties, including a condominium complex and a senior living complex have seen 

erosion encroaching on buildings and exposing water lines and storm sewer lines.  
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 The drain runs under a street where significant erosion threatens both the roadway and an 

access drive for sewer system assets.  

 Sediment loading is causing water quality issues.  

 Sediment is being deposited in the bayou where the drain enters the Thornapple River. 

Sediment levels have reduced storage area for flooding events and are pushing floodwaters 

closer to properties along the Thornapple River.  

The proposed project will rehabilitate the County drain by designing a series of riffles, flood 

benches and minor drain relocations, which would provide access to greater floodplain that the 

undercut drain does not currently have access to. By completing the restoration, the property will 

be better suited to withstand future significant rain events and the restored drain will improve water 

quality and reduce the sediment loading in the Thornapple River, a major tributary to the Grand. 

Kent County Parks Tributary Management & Ash Tree Removal.  Several Kent County Parks 

lie partially within the 2005 FEMA‐defined floodplain and include tributaries to the Grand River. 

These parks are Dwight Lydell, Millennium, Rogue River, Palmer, Fallasburg, Donald J 

Lamoreaux, Two Rivers, Paris, Douglas Walker and Dutton. Some park features are vulnerable to 

damage by flooding. Alterations to stream and river banks will significantly improve the capacity 

of natural areas within these parks to absorb and contain flood waters before they reach the Grand 

River and the threshold target area. This activity will focus on tributary improvement efforts, such 

as reinforcing banks to protect park assets and replacing or improving damaged assets, terracing 

banks to slow and spread rising tributary waters, and lowering banks and re‐grading adjacent 

natural areas to facilitate increased flood water storage. 

Kent County has been hit by an infestation of the Emerald Ash Borer, which has killed off or 

severely weakened stands of ash trees throughout county parks. Many of the affected trees are 
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adjacent to streams and rivers. When alive, these trees helped stabilize stream and river banks, 

preventing sedimentation in the waterways during storm and flood events. However, because they 

are dead or dying, the trees no longer help stabilize banks. Instead, they become liabilities during 

storms and floods. Water erosion around a dead tree will increase sedimentation within streams 

and rivers. If the dead   tree falls, this effect will be multiplied by exposure of large amounts of 

disturbed soil at its base. This project would remove dead and dying ash trees along stream and 

river banks within county parks, replace them with more resilient species and provide for other 

naturalized plantings to further stabilize the banks. 

As noted above, due to numerous tributaries and county drains, the Grand River’s water flow 

rate triples through Kent County. Kent County is at the confluence where five major tributaries join 

the Grand River. As part of The Grand Strategy, the Kent County Drain Commissioner will work 

on nine different County drains which protect 11.6% of Kent County entire land area.  All the 

proposed work is designed to allow the drains, the associated detention basins and buffer strips to 

contain, clean, control and slow more water, especially during flood events.  Water that is 

contained slows down thereby causing less erosion.  Any sediment the water does pick up will 

settle out and remain within the drain where regular maintenance can remove it safely. 

Pollutants can be filtered out as opposed to transported downstream; dangerous and damaging 

flood waters can be controlled.  The US EPA states:  “Detention ponds or basins temporarily store 

runoff from a site and release it at a controlled rate to minimize downstream flooding. Pollutant 

removal effectiveness is quite good for well-designed basins. Effectiveness is greatest for 

suspended sediments (80 percent or more removal) and related pollutants such as heavy metals.”  

http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/road_runoff.cfm. The proposed work will: 

http://water.epa.gov/polwaste/nps/road_runoff.cfm
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 Rehabilitate 25 miles of existing drains to increase erosion control, prevent sedimentation, 

increase retention capacity, and slow water velocity; shift certain drains from a traditional deep 

trench to a stepped-slope design – which can be thought of as a wide, gradual slope along the 

sides of the creek.  This new configuration allows the drain to contain more water in heavy rain 

events, preventing both overflowing its banks with resulting flooding and the dangerous and 

negative impact of high volume – high velocity water which would cause erosion, severe 

sedimentation and damage downstream, and, importantly, a public safety concern for anyone 

near a raging, flood-filled deep trench drain.  This rehabilitation will require less long-term 

maintenance as the drain and its banks are more stable than the traditional deep trench due to 

the slowing of the water and the lessening of erosion.  Another bonus is that the stepped-slope 

design allows more access to the water for recreational purposes on sunny days.   

 Construction of regional detention basins and new connections to existing but under-utilized 

storm sewers and retrofitting of existing basins.  This work will increase the containment and 

control of flooding rains or snow melt.  As with the re-grading, new detention allows sediment 

laden water to slow, drop its sediment in an area where it will do no harm to the River, and to 

be slowly released to prevent damage and danger. 

Grand Rapids Green Infrastructure in Threshold Area Parks.  This activity includes 

stormwater management improvements in two urban parks located west of the river in the 

threshold target area.  In Lincoln Park, there is a large stormwater collection area upstream of the 

park and the pipe carrying it diagonally through the park is fairly shallow (about seven feet deep). 

This activity will redirect that stormwater pipe to a subsurface storage practice under the park. The 

storage practice could retain close to the 1-year 24-hour storm event from the 212-acre drainage 

area. The estimated annual volume of runoff retained and infiltrated on-site is 14.4 million gallons, 
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which is 75% of the total annual runoff for that stormwater drainage area. The subsurface storage 

practice would act as an infiltration basin, allowing the runoff to slowly infiltrate into the soil, 

filtering out pollutants as it travels through the soil. This project will decrease the volume of runoff 

and prevent sediment and other pollutants from reaching the Grand River. Therefore, it will reduce 

the risk of flooding and improve the water quality of the river.  

Richmond Park contains a 3.5-acre pond fed by a 12” pipe running underground that diverts 

water from Indian Mill Creek, a tributary to the Grand River.  Daylighting this pipe and inlet 

would create a surface channel or stream where the pipe is now. A wetland would also be created 

adjoining the new natural channel.  This would improve the habitat in this area, reduce erosion at 

the pipe’s outlet, and provide additional water storage along the channel and the wetlands.  Water 

quality would also be improved due to filtration from plants and infiltration. The surface water 

storage provided by daylighting the inlet pipe and the wetlands will reduce the peak flow rates and 

the risk of flooding.   

Richmond also has opportunities to incorporate bioretention to capture and treat 1.5 acres of 

road runoff from the 2-year 24-hour storm event, and opportunities to improve the outlet from 

Indian Mill Creek to Richmond Pond. Linear bioretention along Tamarack Street will provide an 

area for runoff to slow and soak into the soil. The annual estimated volume of runoff infiltrated in 

this linear bioretention is 340,000 gallons. Therefore, it will decrease the volume of runoff 

returning to Indian Mill Creek.  This will reduce the risk of flooding as well as remove sediment 

and other pollutants to improve water quality.  Both Richmond and Lincoln include funding for 

long-term performance monitoring of the stormwater practice and to enhance the parks 

functionally and provide needed improvements during restoration work. 
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Millennium Park Stormwater Management, Dredging, Grading and Greening.  The majority 

of Millennium Park’s 1,400 acres lies within the 100‐year floodplain of the Grand River. Many 

landforms within the park result from the area’s history of sand and gravel mining and other 

industrial activity rather than natural geomorphic processes. In some areas, this industrial activity 

left significant mounds or high grounds that: 1) Impede the natural flow of flood waters; 2) 

Significantly reduce the potential for storage and absorption of flood waters; 3) Contribute to 

sedimentation of flood waters through runoff; and 4) Increase the likelihood of flood damage to 

developed areas of the park. 

This activity will dredge, re‐grade and naturalize select areas within the park that will improve 

flood and stormwater management. By studying projected floodplains and floodwater flow, a plan 

will be developed to significantly slow and improve the spread of floodwaters within the park. 

Implementation of this plan will help protect flood‐vulnerable developed features within the park 

from future storm events. Flood‐resilient trails and other enhancements will provide public access 

to these improved wetlands for the co-benefits of education and recreation. 

Restoring Streams and Wetlands and Minimizing Pollution Benefits:  Similar to the 

Preserving and Enhancing the Floodplain project, this project consists of activities that will 

improve the region’s ability to slow down, spread out and soak up larger volumes of water and 

sediment before it reaches and overwhelms the Grand River. This project will provide resiliency 

value through an expected reduction in property damages due to future/repeat disasters. The 

environmental value will be improved water quality through a reduction in stormwater runoff. 

The social value will be provided through an increase amount and improvement of park land, 

thereby improving the recreational amenities. Economic revitalization value will come from the 

reduced amount of sedimentation that will flow into the Grand River that eventually ends up at 
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the recreational port at Grand Haven. Estimates from the Lower Grand River Watersheds’ 

Watershed Management Plan alone show that the installation of 12 miles of buffer strips would 

reduce sediment loads by 130.56 tons per year. 

Additional Supporting Actions.  Consumers Energy will be providing rebates and 

installation will enhance the comfort of resident’s homes, while also reducing energy usage and 

costs. They will also be completing multiple infrastructure improvements in the area that will 

enhance the resilience and reliability of the electric system during inclement weather conditions.   

Plainfield Township has a large lift station that was built within the Grand River flood plain.  

Its main floor is 1.4’ below the current FEMA 100 year flood plain elevation.  During the 2013 

flood event, the station was an island and kept in operation by accessing the station daily using a 

boat.  A new station will be built above and outside of the Grand River flood plain (above the 

500 year flood elevation) approximately 500’ south of the current site.   

Recently, Grand Rapids citizens overwhelmingly approved an income tax extension to 

improve city streets.  The City Commission approved a $17 M bond issue to get a jump start on 

this work.  The proposed Green Streets Capital Improvement project includes 160 miles of Vital 

Streets projects (2016-2021) that will incorporate green infrastructure within the right-of-way to 

manage stormwater in place (infiltration basins, bioswales, porous pavement, tree plantings).  

This will help divert surface stormwater from the river and reduce flooding.  

A Replicable Model.  The Grand Strategy holds important ramifications for communities 

throughout Michigan and the Great Lakes, as the vast majority of population centers throughout 

the region are located on river- and water-fronts at risk of similar freshwater flood threats. The 

Grand Strategy will demonstrate new environmental restorations and flood protection ideas, 
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and help practitioners understand what works, under what conditions, and for what targeted areas 

and populations. 

The Grand Strategy aspires to be a model framework for communities throughout Michigan 

and the Midwest as they, like Kent County, work to modernize their flood protection system, 

protect vulnerable populations, elevate quality of life and build communities that are more 

environmentally, socially and economically resilient. The scalable and replicable attributes of 

The Grand Strategy include but are not limited to: 1) Scope and scale of community 

engagement and consultation, including State Department coordination; 2) Community 

prioritization of green over gray infrastructure for flood control and stormwater management to 

reduce not only the amount of water flowing into the Grand River; 3)  Utilizing dynamic, nature-

based flood infrastructure that serves multiple environmental, social, recreational, and economic 

goals; 4) Supporting educational opportunities so that the public gains a better understanding of 

all the ways the physical environment impacts their lives: physical safety, economic security, 

recreational options, and community pride and cohesiveness; 5) Integrating workforce 

development into public works projects to address high unemployment in urban neighborhoods; 

6) Coordinated public, private, philanthropic investment programs; 7) Embracing diversity and 

inclusion as a fundamental organizing and designing principle; 8) Bringing together 

municipalities of varying sizes, rural and urban, with populations and economies of differing 

demographics to collaborate as a region on a project of importance and value to all. 

The implementing partners of The Grand Strategy will support program replicability 

through a variety of activities, including but not limited to: 

 Clearly defining the specific components of innovative intervention. 
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 Carefully tracking implementation elements such as program costs, staffing needs, and the 

systems-level activities required to support holistic implementation. 

 Identifying any program adaptations that enable replicating communities to tailor or 

customize any interventions to meet the specific conditions of their area and the needs of 

their target populations. 

 Identifying individual stand-alone interventions that, taken together, constitute a multi-

faceted systemic strategy to support feasibility of implementation in different communities. 

 Closely monitoring, measuring and reporting the efficacy of key interventions. 

 Providing program consultation and technical assistance. 

Stakeholder Consultation and Public Engagement.  Sustainability and resilience are not 

new ideas in Kent County. The region has long been involved in forward-thinking collaboration, 

planning and action to advance initiatives that strengthen the region’s economic, environmental, 

and social foundations, particularly those that restore and protect the natural water system for 

present and future generations. Through years of community dialogue, planning and groundwork 

around these critical issues the region has built a strong network of actors – from government, 

community-based organizations, the philanthropic community, the private sector and others – 

interested in collaboration to advance a holistic approach to strengthen regional resiliency. Kent 

County, the Grand Rapids and the Michigan tapped this network to shape The Grand Strategy. 

The project partners designed and continue to advance a significant public information and 

engagement effort that’s directly involving citizens, developers, businesses, non-profit and 

institutional partners, decision makers, and other stakeholders in the conception and design of 

The Strategy overall and its component parts. 
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A Consultation Summary of activities completed during the HUD-NDRC Phase 2 period is 

included as attachment file named “MIdocandletters”. But the entirety of engagement activity to 

shape this submission have spanned Phase 1 and Phase 2 of the process and included but not 

been limited to:  

 Establishing citizen-led steering committees to guide the process of designing community-

driven plans to promote 1) East and West Side Urban Revitalization, Flood Protection and 

Trail Network and 2) Grand River Whitewater Rapids Restoration. 

 Mini grants totaling $30,000 to 12 neighborhood associations voluntarily applying for 

funding to support public outreach and participatory community conversations.  

 20+ consultations with neighborhood associations.   

 Speaker Series events (5) featuring national leaders on justice and inclusion, river 

redevelopment and other key issues to inform and elevate the local thinking and dialogue and 

increase the ability of stakeholder to contribute to the process.  

 75+ invited organizational consultations. 

 Leadership Luncheons (5) involving key and influential actors in round table discussions 

about relevant issues and promising practices.  

 10+ focus groups of leading local practitioners around housing, river restoration, diversity 

and inclusion, and other key issues.  

 Month-long community open house inviting public ideas and input.  

 Consultations (90+) with such diverse civic organizations as the NAACP, Disability 

Advocates, and Kiwanis Club.  

 Three briefings with the coalition of philanthropic foundation leaders. 

 Surveys of urban core residents and businesses. 
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 Guided tours and discussion– both by land and water – about the river corridor with citizens, 

natural resource experts, arts professionals, and other key constituencies. 

 50+ meetings, presentations and roundtables discussions with local government bodies and 

formal citizen advisory boards.  

 Three meetings to coordinate local planning and implementation with state agencies. These 

meetings remain ongoing.  

 Three meetings and numerous communications with State level stakeholders representing 

universities, State Agencies, and non-profits, including consultation on submission, 

resiliency activities, and future coordination.  Discussions are ongoing regarding how to 

support the application and resiliency as a State moving forward.  

 The variety of issues discussed is as broad and diverse as the wide range of community 

interests engaged. Community conversation will continue around such important topics as 

ensuring equitable distribution of resources so all communities and stakeholders benefit from 

implementation of The Grand Strategy, protecting the Grand River from invasive species and 

other threats as improvements to the river are made, and continuing to grow the regional 

coalition of diverse interests to make pragmatic investments that continue strengthening the 

region’s resilience.   

The State and community are clearly united around and excited about a single core priority 

and HUD-NDRC funds, if approved, will catalyze pursuit of the goal: Transforming the Grand 

River from a gray industrialized liability into a distinct quality-of-life amenity that generates far-

reaching economic, environmental, and social benefits, including enhanced flood protection. 

b. BCA.  Please find the BCA included as attachment files named “MIBCANarrative and 

MIurbanresilienceBCA” for Strengthening Urban Resilience.  The total calculated benefits for 
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the project is $775,153,631 divided by the total project costs of $334,700,506.  The result is a 

ratio of project benefits exceeding costs by 2.25 times.  

c. Scaling/Scoping. The Sources and Uses- Michigan Project List is within the attachment 

file named “MISourcesandUses” and provides detail on each activities within the four project 

categories to allow for scaling depending on funding awarded.   

d. Program Schedule.  Schedule is within attachment file named “MImapimages”. Due to 

the limited construction season in Michigan and the type of activities that will be implemented, 

the projected time to complete the project is six (6) years, 2016 to 2022.  Waiver Request to 

extend the deadline can be found within file named “WaiverandAttachmentC”.  It is anticipated 

all project activities will require a full Environmental Assessment due to their location within the 

floodplain and the activities described.  This was considered when developing timeline.   

e. Budget.  Please find budget in as attachment file named “MISourcesandUses”.  Costs were 

determined by engineering firms that are familiar with regional construction costs and the scope 

of work for the proposed projects.   Housing and rehabilitation professionals were involved with 

the estimates for the housing programs to assure they are feasible.  Municipalities directly 

assisted with estimates for property acquisition and park improvements to assure cost 

reasonableness.  Actual costs will be procured appropriately under the federal regulations to 

assure the project will be cost effective.   

f. Consistency with Other Planning Documents.  The Grand Strategy is consistent with 

both the local1) Sustainability Plan and 2) Mitigation Plans.  The Michigan’s Consolidated Plan 

allows for many of the activities identified in the proposal, but would require an amendment to 

add the Action Plan associated with this funding after the funding award is made.  The State 

commits to completing that process within six months of the grant award.  
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Please find letter signed by Deputy City Manager Eric DeLong (within attachment file 

named “MIdocandletters”)  confirming The Grand Strategy is consistent with the following 

Grand Rapids documents: Sustainability Plan, Grand Rapids Climate Resiliency Report, 

Emergency Action  Guidelines, Hazard Mitigation Plan, and Green Grand Rapids. All are 

consistent with sustainability and resiliency efforts. The City’s Sustainability Plan, Emergency 

Action Guidelines and the Climate Resiliency Report specifically address climate change risks, 

and vulnerabilities to low- to moderate-income population, specifically trying to address Green 

House Gas Emissions reductions with specific targets, addressing heat wave, flood, snow 

blizzard, and other extreme weather. These documents closely align with the LAMP process 

undertaken in collaboration with FEMA to reduce and mitigate risks from the Grand River.  

Please find letter signed by Assistant County Administrator Wayman Britt (within 

attachment file named “MIdocandletters”)  confirming The Grand Strategy is consistent with 

the Kent County and Grand Rapids Emergency Action Guidelines, the Kent County and Grand 

Rapids Hazard Mitigation Plans; the Kent County Capital Improvement Plan; the Kent County 

Parks Master Plan; and the Master Plans and Zoning Ordinances of the City of Lowell, the City 

of Grandville, the City of Walker, the City of Wyoming, Plainfield Charter Township, Lowell 

Township, Cascade Township, and Ada Township. 


